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Hot House Backroom Exclusive Videos 24

Oh the things you&rsquo;ll find in this installment. I always say with each new installment that it&rsquo;s the best, and
this one is definitely a keeper.
A review by Harley Shadow
Hot House Backroom Exclusive Videos 24
Cast: Matthew Singer, Topher Dimaggio, Marcus Mojo, Rod Daily, Jake Austin, Logan Drake, Cavin Knight, Trevor
Knight, Dylan Roberts, Johnny Torque, Tyler Andrews.
Directed by Christian Owen for Hot House.

Ratings Guide

Two reasons to see this movie:
- The Backroom is always a great place to visit.
- The Knights (Cavin and Trevor) will melt your screen.

It seems that with each installation of Hot House&rsquo;s Backroom Videos, they get better and better, which is the case
for Hot House Backroom Exclusive Videos 24. The scenes are caustic, the men are full of energy, sensuality and have a
strong connection, and that in turn creates scenes that are on fire.
This is one of the few Backroom films that doesn&rsquo;t have a solo; it has four one-on-one scenes and a very hot
threeway at the end. Each scene is well-filmed with the camera capturing great views from various angles.
The film begins with Topher Dimaggio showing his buddy Matthew Singer his skateboarding skills. Watching
Dimaggio&rsquo;s fine form encased in a pair of nice fitting jeans and a tight black tank top captures Singer&rsquo;s
attention and soon he fishes his cock out of a hole in his jeans and beats off. His hard wood captures Dimaggio&rsquo;s
attention. Very quickly the two are making out and sucking each other with great skill. They forgo rimming so Dimaggio
can bend Singer over and fuck his ass. While it sounds plain and simple, the sex actually is not. As I mentioned, the
performers have nice control and a great chemistry and intimacy with each other. Dimaggio fucks Singer in various
positions around the set, and if you look at Singer&rsquo;s face, he&rsquo;s on cloud nine. It looks like he could get
pounded by Dimaggio like this all day long. Unfortunately it won&rsquo;t be all day, but both men reward each other, and
the audience, with big cumshots.
Marcus Mojo is in bed jacking off and feeling his smooth muscular body. I don&rsquo;t know what he&rsquo;s fantasizing
about it, but watching him stroke his thick cock while his hand runs over that beautiful body is intoxicating. Rod Daily
walks in wearing nothing but tight briefs and mentions that Mojo didn&rsquo;t wait for him to start the afternoon fun. As
soon as Daily climbs in the bed, they&rsquo;re both naked and sucking face. They them move to some seriously hot
cocksucking where both guys take it to the base. The two look great together, and it&rsquo;s obvious they have a thing
for each other Mojo also has a thing for Daily&rsquo;s ass. He eats him out and then fucks him like it&rsquo;s the best
piece of ass he&rsquo;s ever had. Daily takes the pounding while encouraging Mojo to go deeper, harder and to fill his
ass. Both guys get so lost in the ecstasy that you can feel the sexual heat emanate through your screen, and that heat
boils over to the point of both guys cumming on Daily.
Logan Drake is outside going through a porno mag and relieving himself when Jake Austin walks by and catches him.
These coworkers find they have a new benefit aside from health and dental as they make-out and suck each other. The
cocksucking is great as both guys have thick rigid cocks, and they both do a great job worshipping it while also pleasing
the other. Austin gets fucked in several positions on top of a tire by Drake, who does a great job making his bottom cum
while getting fucked before he sprays his own load.
An easy contender for scene of the year stars Cavin and Trevor Knight. From the moment the scene opens you know it's
going to be excellent. You can see the gears in their heads grinding as they imagine the things they&rsquo;re going to
do. They growl and eye-fuck each other and in no time they rip off each other&rsquo;s briefs. You can feel the hunger,
the desire, the rush of lust as they perfectly build up the sexual tension to a thrilling, toe-curling and spine-tingling
conclusion.
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Trevor has always been a great performer who takes control, but Cavin, one of the best up-and-comers so far, also takes
control too as he effectively deepthroats Trevor&rsquo;s cock that stays as hard as stone throughout. Trevor does a
great job swallowing Cavin&rsquo;s cock, then he gives Cavin a delicious rimjob. When it comes to the fucking, hold on
to something and keep the smelling salts nearby. Trevor doesn&rsquo;t have to get Cavin ready for his huge cock
because before he can even grasp it to guide it in, Cavin has already backed his bubblebutt onto Trevor&rsquo;s cock
with a few inches in. Usually at this point you hear the bottom moan, and Cavin does, but you also hear Trevor, the top,
yell out in uncontrollable pleasure. As a matter of fact, Cavin does most of the work during the fucking, and not because
Trevor is a lazy top, but because Cavin is an insatiable and zealous bottom. His love of dick is undisputable as he rides
it, grinds his ass on Trevor and takes the initiative most of the time when it comes to putting the dick in his hole. The
grunting, the moaning and the growling, along with the hot men and Cavin&rsquo;s hunger for cock come to a huge cumspraying conclusion.
The finale, a threeway, begins with Dylan Roberts getting sucked by Tyler Andrews, who licks and sucks Roberts&rsquo;
uncut cock like an ice-cream cone. He savors it, then out of nowhere Johnny Torque comes in and Roberts and Andrews
want him to join their game. Torque isn&rsquo;t sure, so the boys use a lot of persuasion to get him naked. One of the
powers of persuasion involved Andrews and Roberts worshipping Torque's cock by sucking it back and forth, licking it
and loving it. Torque seems to be in heaven as the guys spend a lot of time worshipping his cock before Andrews fucks
Roberts&rsquo; meaty ass while Roberts sucks Torque. Torque and Andrews eventually switch spots and Torque
maneuvers into overdrive, and also seems happy that he did join them, and pounds Roberts while he feats on
Andrews&rsquo; dick again. In the end Roberts gets covered in three whopping loads of cum.
Once again Hot House more than satisfies with another of its Backroom films. Hot House Backroom 24 has some great
performers who create awesome scenes, and while you&rsquo;ll come back for more, it&rsquo;s the Knights who will
make you cum and cum again.
The DVD has scene selection and trailers; 96 minutes.
review posted Dec. 05, 2011
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